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Abstract — Due to great effort in recent years of the research in area of medical imaging was paying attention on
brain tumors segmentation. The automatic segmentation has enormous prospective in clinical medicine by release
physicians from the load of physical classification; while only a quantitative capacity permits to follow and
representing accurately the disease. Magnetic resonance is commonly more responsive in detecting brain
abnormalities during the early phase of disease and it is outstanding in early detection of cases of intellectual
infarction, brain tumors, or infections.
Index Terms— Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography, Image Segmentation, Region of Interest
(ROI)
I. INTRODUCTION
Medical image segmentation is one of the most important and active research areas in the medical imaging domain.
It can be defined as the delineation of one or several structures of interest within the image. Automated methods are
sought in order to avoid the time consuming burden of manually contouring the structures. The problem is particularly
difficult in the context of brain tumors. Indeed, most tumors have heterogeneous appearances and their intensity range
overlap with the healthy tissues. The presence of a necrotic core is frequent resulting on a strong contrast with the
“active” tumor. Prior information regarding the shape of the tumor cannot be used as they have variable sizes and shapes.
DLGGs in particular, have very fuzzy and irregular boundaries due to their infiltrative nature. Detecting the precise
boundary of the region holding a standard brain tumor is a complex problem and must be addressed since it applies to
many medical modalities and tumor types. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging (NMRI), or magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) is a medical imaging method employed in radiology to
examine the anatomy and arrangement of the organization in both health and disease. MRI scanners employ strong
magnetic areas and radio waves to form images of the body. The method is extensively utilized in hospitals for medical
diagnosis, staging of disease and for follow-up without exposure to ionizing radiation. Real time diagnosis of tumors by
using more reliable algorithms has been the most important focus of the most modern expansions in medical imaging and
detection of brain tumor in MR images and CT scan images has been a dynamic study region. The division of the cells
and their nuclei from the have a break of the image substance is one of the most important difficulties expressions by
most of the medical imagery diagnosis schemes. The procedure of division i.e. segmentation, is remunerated at most
significance in the structure of a robust and efficient diagnosis scheme. Images Segmentation is achieved on the input
images. This allows easier investigation of the image in that way most important to enhanced tumor detection
effectiveness. Hence image segmentation is the essential difficulty in tumor detection.
MRI has an extensive variety of applications in medical diagnosis and there is approximation to be over 25,000
scanners in utilize global [1]. MRI has a contact on diagnosis and dealing in many specialties even though the
consequence on progressed health outcomes is undecided [2]. Since MRI does not use any ionizing radiation it’s utilize is
suggested in favorite to CT when each modality could give up the similar information. MRI is in common a secure
method but the numbers of occurrences causing patient damage have increasing [3]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT), digital mammography and other imaging processes give a well-organized represents for
detecting unusual kind of diseases. The computerized detection method have extremely advanced information of usual
and diseased examination for medical research and are a significant measurement in diagnosis and treatment planning
when the number of patients enhances [4]. Segmentation has large application in medical imaging area for ex. MRI of
brain, MRI of human knee, etc. for analyzing MRI of brain, anatomical arrangements for example bones, muscles blood
vessels, tissue categories, pathological areas for ex. cancer, numerous sclerosis scratches and for separating an complete
image into sub regions for example the white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) spaces of
the brain computerized explanation of unusual image parts are employed. Thus in the area of MRI of brain tumor
segmentation from brain image is major as MRI is mainly appropriate for brain studies because of its exceptional
compare of soft concerns, non persistent feature and a high spatial resolution.
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Brain tumor segmentation separations a piece into equally exceptional and exhausted areas such that each area of
interest is spatially adjacent and the pixels within the area are homogeneous regarding a predefined standard. Frequently,
homogeneity situations comprise importances of attentiveness, texture, color, range, surface common and surface
curvatures. All the way through past many researchers have organized significant research in the area of brain tumor
segmentation but at rest currently it is very significant research areas. The security of MRI during the primary trimester
of pregnancy is unsure, but it may be desirable to different choices [5]. The constant augment in require for MRI within
the healthcare industry has led to concerns about cost effectiveness and over diagnosis [6, 7]. The combination of
association function in to spatial data of input image reimburses the consequence of noise according to [8]. The trade-off
biased fuzzy issue is initiated in the developed fuzzy c means clustering as [9]. The fuzzy association of pixels has
influenced in the earlier possibility of an image pixel in its instantaneous region as [10]. The segmentation process is
used to partition an image into different areas concerning feature extraction [11].
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Magnetic resonance imaging of brain image computing has very augmented area of medicine by on condition that
various unusual techniques to remove and visualize data from medical data, obtained using various acquisition modalities.
Brain tumor segmentation is a major development to extract data from composite MRI of brain images. Diagnostic
imaging is a very positive instrument in medical today. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT),
digital mammography and other imaging processes give a well-organized signifies for detecting unusual kind of diseases.
The automated detection methodologies have extremely recovered information of standard and diseased examination for
medical research and are an important element in diagnosis and treatment arrangement when the number of patients
enhances [4]. MRI image segmentation is a fundamental pace as a beginning development to restrict the area of interest
which is the brain tumor area. These efforts propose a novel method using morphological operators and expand an erosion
process to recognize and remove the edge of a brain tumor. Using uncharacteristic images of a range of brain tumors this
learning demonstrates that the proposed algorithm make available a robust technique in terms of correctness and
computation time, construction it appropriate for real-time processing.
III. SEGMENTATION
The image segmentation [12] is the procedure of separating a digital image into various segments i.e. sets of pixels
and it also known as super pixels. The aim of segmentation is to make simpler and/or transform the demonstration of
an image into somewhat that is more significant and easier to examine. Image segmentation is characteristically used
to position objects and boundaries i.e. lines, curves, etc. in images. More correctly image segmentation is the
development of transferring a tag to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the similar tag distribute
definite visual distinctiveness. In case of medical image segmentation the objective is to:
 Study anatomical arrangement.
 Recognize Region of Interest (ROI) i.e. locate tumor, lesion and other defect.
 Compute tissue volumes to calculate development of tumor i.e. also decrease in size of tumor with treatment.
 Facilitate in treatment preparation earlier to emission therapy; in emission dose computation.
Using segmentation in medical images is a very significant job for detecting the irregularity, study and following
development of diseases and surgery preparation.
Tumor brain image is very significant job of segmentation and kind of explanations .First step is to high grade of brain
tumor typically show unbalanced and indistinct boundaries with discontinuities. Segmentation algorithms utilize the nonimage capable part of the tumor should be hold. It is utilized to division of the brain tumor image into areas of related
attribute. The precise segmentation of MRI image is tissue classes of dissimilar particularly gray substance and
Cerebrospinal fluid and white matter. Then compute the Regions of Interest (ROIs) in an image by segmentation. The
digital image processing has extended more number of segmentation techniques. Only four common techniques are: initial
is amplitude thresholding, subsequent is texture segmentation and next subsequent is template matching and final is
region-growing segmentation. These techniques utilized for detecting tumors, edema and necrotic tissues. These kinds of
segmentation algorithms are utilized to separating the brain images into three categories. Various authors proposed several
algorithms for segmentation [13]. Generally segmentation is utilized to separating the brain images into two kinds. (i)
Unsupervised segmentation (ii) Supervised segmentation.
Unsupervised Segmentation: Image segmentation is the task of dividing an image into homogeneous regions. This
requires an objective determine that is used to describe homogeneity. The image segmentation tasks addressed in this
effort uses an anatomic objective evaluates to levy segmentation quality in distinguish to methods that utilize an imagebased idea find out. This refers to the actuality that the objective is to segment the image into regions that have consistent
and known as anatomic properties to a certain extent than regions that have comparable intensities or textures.
Although unsupervised segmentation techniques that uses an anatomic idea evaluate would be chosen over
supervised techniques in view of the fact that they keep away from the human inconsistency associated with manual
training data is avoided they have thus been of inadequate applicability. Supervised classification involves both a training
phase that uses labeled information to become skilled at a model that maps from characteristics to labels and a testing
phase that is employed to allocate labels to unlabeled information based on the calculated characteristics. While many
unsupervised move towards also use these 2 phases the use of labeled information in the training phase of supervised
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methods strengths the model to focus on making unfairness in the characteristic space that communicate to the aspiration
semantic unfairness.

Figure 2.1: general idea of supervised learning framework.


Unsupervised Segmentation with an Anatomic idea calculate: Here [14] offered an unsupervised approach for
the segmentation of attractive tumor pixels from T1-weighted post-contrast images. This scheme primary
functional an intensity threshold to a manually preferred ROI and then used a region growing algorithm to
enlarge the threshold areas up to the edges described by a Sobel edge detection filter.

The region growing effect was improved through iterations of dilation i.e. causing the described tumor area to grow,
and erosion i.e. on the other hand causing the described tumor area to shrink. These two procedures transform the labels
allocated to entity pixels by investigative the labels of neighboring pixels and are frequently referred to as morphological
procedures.

Figure 2.2: Examples of low-level image processing in segmentation of attractive tumors.


Unsupervised Segmentation with an Image-Based idea calculate: There has been significant research
attempt intended for on the way to methods for unsupervised brain tumor segmentation in MR images that do
not utilize an anatomic idea determine. Rather than dividing the image along anatomically significant features
these techniques divide images into homogeneous areas using image-based characteristics such as intensities
and/or textures and clustering is one process to do this. These techniques will not be enclosed in huge feature
since there are major difficulties to this kind of approach. These comprise the realities that (1) the number of
areas often requires to be pre-specified, (2) tumors can be separated into multiple areas, and (3) tumors may not
have evidently distinct intensity or textural boundaries.

Supervised Segmentation: Supervised techniques for image segmentation change from unsupervised techniques
through the use of labeled training data used to repeatedly become skilled at a model for segmentation. The benefit that
data-driven methods such as supervised techniques present is that appropriate patterns in the data are determined
repeatedly rather than all the way through manual experimentation and perception. The classification difficulty
formulation is an accepted technique to present image segmentation using a supervised method. The job in classification
is to allocate a class from a restricted set of classes to an entity based on a set of characteristics. Supervised classification
occupies both a training phase that utilizes labeled data to become skilled at a model that maps from characteristics to
labels and a testing phase that is utilized to allocate labels to unlabeled data based on the computed characteristics. While
many unsupervised methods also use these 2 phases the employ of labeled data in the training phase of supervised
methods strengths the model to focus on making inequities in the characteristic space that communicate to the need
semantic unfairness.
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One simple technique of preparing the brain tumor segmentation task as a supervised classification difficulty is to
utilize the labels usual and tumor as classes and to utilize the intensities in the different MR images as characteristics.
The training phase under this formulation would consist of learning a model that employs the MR image intensities to
distinguish between usual and tumor pixels. The testing phase would consist of the use of this replica to categorize
unlabeled pixels into one of the two classes based on their intensities.
 Supervised Segmentation with predictable Image Modalities: Here they [15] were one of the initial studies that
scrutinized a supervised classification approach for brain tumor segmentation in MR images. This small piece of
writing evaluated a Maximum Likelihood (ML) classifier to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), finding that
the ANN achieved better than the ML method. Training ML classifiers consists of optimizing the parameters of
a presumed model of the characteristics model i.e. univariate or multivariate Gaussian, and assigning pixels to
the class that they are statistically most probable to join based on these models. Here they [16] accessible one of
the most modern methods to automatic tumor segmentation in MR images. This move toward used Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), which are presently an exceptionally well-liked technique for executing binary
classification.
 Supervised Segmentation with progressed Image Modalities: To entire this investigation of supervised
methods to brain tumor segmentation there have been numerous supervised and some unsupervised methods to
tumor segmentation that utilize extra discriminative MR imaging protocols. Even though these will not be
enclosed in feature numerous modern techniques will be temporarily argued. The benefits of these techniques
are that they may smooth the progress of an easier automatic segmentation job and that they may more correctly
differentiate the amount of the tumor infiltration.
IV. SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES
At present, image segmentation contributes important task in medical image segmentations. The segmentation of brain
tumor from magnetic resonance images is an important job. Manual segmentation is one of the techniques for receiving
tumor from the MRI. This method is illustration unbearable but also manufactures errors. Segmentation by skilled is
unpredictable [17]. Manually segmentation obtains at least three hours to complete. Several automated techniques have
been expanded for MRI segmentation. In this paper some automated segmentation techniques are discussed below:
Thresholding: Thresholding is one of simple image segmentation method. It is expansion of unscrambling pixels in
significant classes depending on their pixels gray levels. A thresholding technique creates an intensity value called the
threshold which divides the require classes. The segmentation is completed by good-looking threshold value. Based on
threshold importance pixels are grouping with intensity superior than the threshold into one class and stay behind pixels
grouping into another class. The most important difficulty is that in the simplest form only two classes are produced and it
cannot be useful to multichannel images. In thresholding method, image having only two values either black or white. MR
image contains 0 to 255 grey values. So, thresholding of MR images pay no attention to the tumor cells [18].
Region growing: It is a region based segmentation method. This process is primary limitation of manually pick seed
points. A mixture of seed points is sustained on customer criteria. It is also iteration based method like clustering
algorithms. The algorithm steps for region growing method are below: [19]
 In the first step manually select seed points.
 In the next steps pixels in the region of seeds are examined and added to the region accordance with the
homogeneity criteria. This procedure is sustained in anticipation of all pixels belong to some area.
 In last step the object design is finished by increasing areas of pixels.
The region growing method applied in medical image segmentation. In medical area, it can be useful in kidney
segmentation, removal of brain surface, cardiac images etc. the most important drawback of this technique is it
need user interface for collection of seed points.[20] Thus for each area that variety of seed is need user interface and it
is very time consuming procedure.
Mean shift: A mean shift is a non-parametric clustering method. Primarily it utilized for cluster analysis in computer
vision and image processing area. Mean shift algorithm used for clusters an N-dimensional data set. First significant
spherical window of radius r in data points and determine the mean of points which established within the window. That
indicates each points algorithm calculates it’s hit the highest point. Second, the spherical window move to the next means
and replicates in anticipation of convergence. At the each iteration the spherical window will shift dense segment of data
set in anticipation of maximum peak is accomplished.
Clustering Techniques: Clustering the development of collection of objects which are comparable between them and
are unrelated objects belonging to other clusters. Clustering is appropriate in biomedical image segmentation when the
number of cluster is known for exacting clustering of human anatomy. Clustering algorithm are classified two categories:
 Exclusive clustering
 Overlapping clustering
In exclusive clustering, one data i.e. pixel is belonging only one cluster then it could not fit in to another cluster. Kmean is illustration of restricted clustering algorithm. In overlapping clustering, one data i.e. pixel is belonging two or
more clusters. Fuzzy C-mean is illustration of overlapping clustering algorithm. [21].
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V. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this paper author presents a comparative study of three segmentation methods implemented for tumor detection.
Here author has following are the outcomes of the work [22]: using methods include k-means clustering with watershed
segmentation algorithm, optimized k-means clustering with genetic algorithm and optimized c- means clustering with
genetic algorithm. Segmentation was achieved for all the proposed techniques tumor detection was done.
 The k- means clustering with watershed segmentation algorithm, optimized k –means clustering with
genetic algorithm and optimized c- means clustering with genetic algorithm were the main techniques.
 A comparison was also made in terms of tumor region and search time.
 The c-means clustering after optimization was found improved than other techniques.
 The difficulty of over segmentation was also concentrated on.
As conventional k-means algorithm is responsive to the initial cluster centers. Genetic c-means and k-means
clustering methods are used to detect tumor in MRI of brain images. At the end of development the tumor is removed
from the MR image and its precise position and the shape are found out. An experimental result shows that genetic cmeans not only remove the over-segmentation difficulty but also make available rapid and well-organized clustering
effects.
Hemang J. Shah et al. studied various methods for detecting a tumor on MRI Images. In their research, they compared
different image segmentation methods for evaluating their performance in the segmentation of a tumor. Those were Level
Set Segmentation, K-means clustering, Difference in Strength Technique, and Watershed method. From their results, they
concluded that all these methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Level Set Segmentation requires the prior
choice of the critical parameters such as the initial location of seed point, the appropriate propagation speed function and
the degree of smoothness. The output image from K-means clustering has different intensity regions. An incorrect choice
of threshold results in very weak accuracy in the segmented image when using Difference in Strength technique. Finally,
Watershed suffers from the problem of over segmentation (a large number of segmented regions around each local
minimum in the image) [23].
In this paper author present various methods for brain tumor segmentation for MRI images. These were seed-based
regions growing, Level-set segmentation, Graph-based segmentation, Split and Merge-based segmentation; Edge based
segmentation, and Morphological operations. In their research, they concluded that, in spite of the accessibility of a huge
selection of very modern and using the most recent ideas and methods for brain MRI segmentation, it is still a tough task,
and there is a need and wide scope for future research to improve the precision and accuracy of segmentation methods.
Introducing new methods and combining different methods can be future schema for making improved brain segmentation
methods [24]
Here author has studied brain tumor extraction in MRI images using clustering and morphological operations
techniques. In their research, MRI T2 weighted modality has been preprocessed by a bilateral filter to reduce the noise and
maintain edges among the different tissues. They used the morphological operation (erosion and dilation) to smooth four
different techniques: Gray level stretching and Sobel edge detection, the K-means clustering technique based on location
and intensity, the Fuzzy C-means clustering, and an Adapted K- means technique. Their results showed that the four
applied methods can effectively identify and extract the brain tumor. However, more work is required to improve the
segmentation results, and this may be achieved by implementing certain supervised classification methods [25].
Here author proposed in this paper a hybrid approach, which is a combination of the watershed method and the canny
edge detection method to detect the tumor boundaries in an MRI image for different cases of brain tumor. The result
showed that this combination can be used; it provides effective extraction of a tumor in MRI images and also enhances the
performance of the watershed method [26].
Author has studied segmentation of a brain tumor in MRI using Multi-structural Element morphological edge
detection. In their research, a morphological edge has been found using the opening and closing operations. Their results
showed that their algorithm is more efficient for medical image analysis and edge detection than the usual edge detection
methods such as Sobel, Prewitt, and Robert and Canny edge detector. However, its computation is more complex
compared to these conventional edge detection techniques [27].
In this paper author has studied an application of edge detection for brain tumor detection. Their algorithm involved
various steps. They used a Median filter to remove noise and a Laplacian filter. Then, they converted the image to binary
and applied morphological operations (erosion and dilation) to smooth results. Finally, for edge detection, they used the
2D cellular automata rule 255. Also, they used Watershed segmentation as a method for verifying output. Their algorithm
was applied on numerous images, and the results were good. However, accuracy obtained in the final outcome depends on
handing out of each step. For each step, there are numerous methods available. Therefore, it is hard to choose the suitable
methods that provide best results [28].
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an analysis of various proposed methods for segmenting an MRI image which relatively take
lesser time than manual process to detect and extract the brain tumor and detecting the particular boundary of the region
containing a distinguished brain tumor that is a complex difficulty and must be addressed since it applies to many medical
modalities and tumor categories.
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